International Dolphin Watch (IDW)
Has an unblemished reputation as a non-profit organisation
dedicated to helping dolphins since it was founded by Dr Horace
Dobbs in 1978.

www.idw.org

EDUCATION
(The IDEAL Way)
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DILO IS IN BIMINI, BAHAMAS AGAIN!

Last year Operation Sunshine Trustee, Julie Kaloczi, helped Dilo
reconnect with the children of the tiny island of Bimini in The Bahamas
by visiting the Louise MacDonald High School (Formerly the Bimini
All Age School) and connecting with Language and Literacy teacher,
Miss Campbell.
Miss Campbell agreed to test out the Dilo books with children who
needed to improve their reading skills before introducing them more
widely. Not surprisingly, the books were enjoyed by the children and
Julie arranged to bring several full sets of Dilo books when she returned
in January 2012.
Julie met with the school’s new Principal, Mr Stephen Sands (also
Principal of the primary school) and briefed him on Dilo’s previous
odyssey to Bimini and the concept of IDEAL developed
http://www.idw.org/html/ideal.html by Dr Horace Dobbs.
She showed him the full set of Dilo books now available and with his
approval, gave 3 full sets to the school.
These will go to the school library and the Language and Literacy classes of both the primary school and the
high school.
Julie promised to bring more books on her subsequent visits to Bimini and Mr Sands said these would be
much appreciated by the teachers and children of both schools.
If you would like to make a donation or fund a full set of 6 books costing £40
for the children of Bimini please contact Operation Sunshine Family
Therapy Programmes http://www.operationsunshine.org/ or IDW
http://www.idw.org/ .
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REPORT FROM DELFÍNO, Czech Republic
Education Activities
November 2011- February 2012

The expedition to the underwater world of dolphin set sail in the
Elementary School of Art in Klasterec nad Ohri.
11th November 2011 an exhibition took place in Klasterec nad Ohri. The opening ceremony was attended by
dozens of parents and other relatives of the students of fine arts. Part of it was also a welcome reception, a
guest of honor, music and carefully decorated refreshments...
The exhibition was dedicated to a small dolphin DILO.
The Art school in Klášterec has been working with Dilo
since the beginning of this school year. Enthusiasm of
children is enormous. Within three months, the children
have created images inspired by stories of the little
dolphin. So far they are working with the first book
Dilo and the Call of The Deep, but gradually they will
plunge deeper and deeper into his stories. Eventually
they want to shift to the theme of ecology, which is
closely related to the underwater world.

All the children, small and big
ones, started out on the voyage
into the undersea world inhabited
by Dilo and his friends. Literally
everyone had their picture
exhibited.
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The main Coordinator of the exhibition and the one who
brought the idea of Dilo into the school and into the project is a
teacher, Ms. Irena Hofhans.
Klasterec nad Ohri thus created the 1st Czech fleet called
Eugenia (EVŽENIE). Ms. Valpurga Hozáková was honorably
appointed as the "Admiral Valborg."

Valpurga Hozáková and Irena Hofhans

Emblem

Simon Čekal is the main torchbearer, a boy who is
practically blind in both eyes. In layman terms, his retina is
completely crumpled and the eye sees only darkness, the
right eye shows a worsening glaucoma, and is said incurable.

Simon Čekal

During his treatment by the gamma knife surgery, Simon
underwent a deep operation of the head.
Simon paints lighthouses for the entire DILO FLEET. These
beacons will interconnect all the ships that sail to different
islands. This gives rise to "The Island of Tales," "Island of
Songs," "Island of Safety", "Island of Water", etc.
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Any school or school facility may decide by themselves what kind of island they would create or to
what island they would join. They can create their own imaginary ship with a unique name/emblem
and can just set sail. Entire institutions can join this project as well as a single class or group.

The 11-11-2011 first ship departure
ceremony was held...and it was really great!

Dilo the Dolphin in the kindergarten “In The Garden”
Liberec, November 2011
One November afternoon was dedicated to children and parents in the kindergarten in Liberec. It was a
really playful afternoon, filled with an amazing dolphin energy.
Children from this land-locked country were allowed to enter the
sea for an instant thanks to the silk dolphin cocoon & a video
projection over it.
Everything they experienced they later painted in the colouring
books and we also discovered a couple of "divers".

Dilo and the undersea world is
becoming closer and closer to
human hearts.
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Elementary school Bratislavska in Varnsdorf
Dolphin Dilo discovers the Czech Republic
28th November 2011
The project day was held 28th November 2011. The project was first designed for pupils of the 1st - 5th class
(age 7-12 yrs), including one special class.
Students listened to the Czech national anthem,
showing colors of the national flag (blue - white - red).
Children planted the Czech National Tree - Lime tree.
Then they baptized two lime trees, one that would
represent the male and another that would represent the
female. Around the festively decorated trees
performances for happy parents took place, all
prepared by pupils attending school crèche.
These lime trees were a gift from the new Head Master
Mr. Peter Smid.
And what was the program of this festive day?
The first lesson prepared for the oldest students was a
short talk with a demonstration of symbols:


State emblem - with an explanation of its components



National Anthem – was explained and played from a CD



The state flag - with the explanation of colors of the flag



The symbol of welcome - bread and salt



National Tree - Linden (Lime) - leaves are heart shaped.

Two girls were selected to represent Dilo and his dolphin mate
Daisa. The first part took place in the gym, where little Dilo and
Daisa were introduced to all children. Children would show to
both dolphins the symbols of the Czech Republic, play the
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anthem for them, let them taste our bread and salt, and remind
them of the national tree – the Lime tree.
After this, they started a diary of Dilo and have drawn Dilo's
tree.
The second part took place in the school garden. All
participants gathered by the lime tree. In a ceremony, sashes
were presented to DILO and DAISA and the lime trees
received christening.

Older children then decorated the trees with
ribbons in the national colors. And not to forget
what tree belongs to whom, children have tied
paper leaves with the names of Dilo and Daisa
on the branches.
After this festive act children had to do their
tasks in the classroom (diaries, pictures of
trees).

And since the afternoon was attended by parents, children from
the school creche prepared various programs. The First
department prepared Czech songs accompanied by drum sticks
and singing. The Second department prepared plenty of poems
with the theme of the Czech Republic and the lime tree.
In parallel to activities in the school, preparation of the
exhibition "Dilo's tree" was taking place in the school garden.
Pictures were displayed on a string, which was suspended
between the lime trees and the fence of the school garden.
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We thanked the teachers of the elementary school Bratislavska for such a great idea to present a
country in such a playful & simple way for children to learn about other countries, their basic
symbols and traditions thanks to the dolphin Dilo. So, the Czech Republic was the first one
introduced. We will be very happy if other friend countries will follow us!

Valpurga Hozáková invites you
from around the world to come
and join the DILO FLEET.

Dilo the Dolphin at the special primary
School in
Jablonec nad Nisou
8th February 2012
In February we visited a special primary school in Jablonec for
the second time. This time we'd arrived to continue the story of
the dolphin Dilo. The children were very enthusiastic. We were
pleasantly surprised how much the children remembered from
the first show. This time we had the Dolphin silk Cocoon with
us. Children could feel the connection with dolphins.

We projected the video with wild dolphins onto the
cocoon. The children were so knowledgeable and
enthusiastic, no one would think that the Czech Republic
had no sea!
As soon as we arrived we received lovely gifts from the
children - pictures of dolphins, pictures of the undersea world and marine mandalas.
We appreciated so very much the work of all the children, they were just amazing!
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DILO’S ODYSSEY
“My Friend Cancer”
In 2005 Horace Dobbs was diagnosed with bowel cancer. Along with conventional treatment, Horace
establish a rigorous daily routine to establish and maintain his natural immune system based in part on Chi
energy healing, for which he had been trained by Professor Masato Nkagawa in Japan.

Also included in his recovery regimen were visits to the Odyssey Cancer Care Centre for support and
complementary therapies.
During this post cancer period Horace Dobbs retained the position of Honorary Director of International
dolphin Watch (www.idw.org) with the unstinting support of the webmaster, Terry Connell and his wife
Jackie, who produces this monthly E magazine called DOLPHIN filled with reports, including those from
Horace and from friends around the world.
At the same time Horace’s pioneering investigations into the “Dolphin Effect” continued to gain ever
increasing credibility and acceptability by the establishment - especially in the fields of education and
healing.
Horace, who has completely recovered from a life threatening cancer, said “Dolphins transform fear into
hope,” following his ground-breaking research on the power of encounters with dolphins to help those in
clinical depression. Horace also discovered that this healing essence of dolphins can be recreated with art
and music.

Horace Dobbs, is currently looking for a publisher for his latest book

‘My Friend Cancer’.

In November 2011, Jackie and Terry, with the IDW Team, went with Horace Dobbs to meet Daisa Morgan,
Co-Founder of the Odyssey Cancer Care Centre and Author of Beneath the Mask. Daisa gave them a
guided tour around the Cancer Care Centre.

*See November 2011 Special Edition of DOLPHIN.
2 weeks later Terry was diagnosed with lung cancer and is currently undergoing chemo therapy.
Horace says “Terry is generous and has an indomitable spirit. He and his wife, Jackie, have helped countless
people overcome stressful and sometimes life-threatening events in their lives, through their voluntary work
with International Dolphin Watch and their charity Operation Sunshine Family Therapy Programmes” says
Horace.
“Now Terry has been diagnosed with cancer it‟s our turn to help him and Jackie get through this difficult
time”

Terry and Jackie have been invited to the Odyssey Cancer Care Centre 24th and 27th February for
support and complementary therapies and a few days retreat at the Reeds Country Hotel ~ Nature‟s
Spa. Jackie and Terry are looking forward to some much needed therapy and relaxation.
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The Odyssey Cancer Care Centre has been supporting people diagnosed with cancer and their carer for over
fourteen years. The first building that was to eventually become The Odyssey Cancer Care Centre in 1996.
Over the past 12 years more than 17,000 complementary therapies have been given to hundreds of people
diagnosed with cancer, their carer and health professionals without charge. It is essentially self-funded
through donations and with the support of the nearby Reeds Country Hotel, which is a Social Enterprise.
Sadly this existing building is now unsuitable for their increasing needs.

The New Odyssey Cancer Care Project
Registered Charity No: 1104244
Contact:
For fundraising events and how you can help please visit: http://www.theodysseycentre.co.uk/fund-raising/.
The Odyssey Centre
Nightingale House, Westfield Road, Barton upon Humber, North Lincolnshire, DN18 5RQ
Telephone: 01652 633150
www.theodysseycentre.co.uk
Email:
info@theodysseycentre.co.uk
fundraising@theodysseycentre.co.uk

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
WE ARE BLESSED WITH FRIENDS FROM AROUND THE WORLD THAT HAVE SENT THEIR
LOVE AND BEST WISHES FOR TERRY’S RECOVERY FROM CANCER.
Our special thanks go to the Odyssey Cancer Care Centre for supporting Terry and I during this Challenging
time. The Odyssey Cancer Care Centre is a complementary care centre, using a holistic approach to a cancer
diagnosis, and where appropriate working alongside medical doctors, oncologists and nurses to provide this
support for those diagnosed with cancer and their families.
The Centre is very much in demand and we hope that other Centres worldwide will follow their example –
for further information or to make a donation visit http://www.theodysseycentre.co.uk/.

Our voluntary work for International Dolphin Watch will continue.
IDW was founded in 1978 as a non profit organisation for the observation, conservation and study of
dolphins - especially their relationship with humans.
Our aims and values have always been to make sure the seas and rivers are clean, healthy and productive for
the benefit of both humans and dolphins; To respect the rights of dolphins to a free life in their natural
environment; To recognise that since earliest times, dolphins have had an affinity with humans and allow
this to evolve.
EDUCATION is a major function of International Dolphin Watch.
IDW has contributed to saving lives of countless dolphins and enabled thousands to achieve their dreams of
meeting dolphins, free in the open sea.
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Friends of International Dolphin Watch receive news and exchange information on a host of topics via this
monthly online magazine. If you would like to be added to the International Dolphin Watch database and
receive notification when the online Magazine goes live, please Email idw@talk21.com.
Email your news and comments to me at jackieconnell@btinternet.com
Most of IDW’s activities are conducted by dedicated volunteers. Nonetheless money is still needed to cover
administration, running expenses and educational projects. If you would like to help IDW continue this work
donations can be made with a cheque payable to International Dolphin Watch and posting to: International
Dolphin Watch, 10 Melton Road, N.Ferriby, HU14 3ET, UK.
THANK YOU.

WE ARE CREATING A GLOBAL NETWORK OF DOLPHIN
LOVERS THAT CARE ABOUT OTHERS AND THE EARTH
WE SHARE.

Jackie and Terry Connell

„DOLPHIN‟ EDITOR and IDW WEB MASTER
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